TRAVERSING KITS
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1 INDOOR TRAVERSE WALL PANELS (Supply Only)
TRA/001/PNL
£212.16 set of 2
1200 x 400mm panels made of 21mm plywood which have a
lacquer finish making them easy to clean. Each section of panel
has 10 brightly coloured holds already pre-drilled and fixed. Each
set comes complete with a fixing kit
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2 OUTDOOR TRAVERSE WALL PANELS (Supply Only)
TRA/003/PNL
£650.89 set of 2
TRA/004/PNL
£1,272.17 set of 4
These panels are manufactured from weatherproof 18mm thick Finnish birch ply coated with a UV resistant
polypropylene laminate which can be used with dry wipe markers to mark out routes. Installation of these panels
can be onto any solid wall and are supplied with fittings for brick or breeze block. Each pair of panels is supplied
with 50 pre-fitted holds. The top panel measures 2400 x 600mm and the bottom panel is 2400 x 400mm
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3 BOLT-ON HOLDS (All fixings not included)
All holds available in yellow, red, violet, sand, green, blue or grey

£32.39 set
A TRA/016/SET
A series of 15 medium size holds inspired by the famous dimpled rock of Ablon – giving you
the sensation of climbing on rock
B TRA/017/SET
£67.23 set
A series of 26 medium size alphabet holds which are particularly well suited for use on
children’s traverse walls in nurseries or primary schools

£136.33 set
C TRA/019/SET
A series of 22 varied and friendly holds ideal for children on vertical walls
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£168.53 set
D TRA/020/SET
A mix of hand and foot holds, all you need to set a 7m high route
TRA/012/SET
£0.79 each
50mm countersunk bolt complete with T-nut for fixing holds to 18mm plywood (not
illustrated)
TRA/013/SET
£1.85 each
Expansion anchor and 35mm countersunk bolt
for fixing holds to solid brick (not illustrated)
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ORDER ONLINE AT www.universalservicesuk.co.uk
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